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  As explained during conferences before the Court and in this submission, the system1

the Government is using is called CACI.  The Government provides documents that it obtains
from third-parties to CACI, which uploads the documents and makes them available online.  For
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Barnaba moves to dismiss the Indictment based on a theory that his statutory,

constitutional, and rules-based speedy trial rights have been violated.  His motion has no merit

and should be denied.

Approximately 10 million pages of documents have been produced in discovery in this

case.  (Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/2008, at 3).  The documents have been produced via an internet-based

system, rather than in traditional, “hard-copy” format, i.e., paper copies and electronic media like

CDs and DVDs.  This internet-based system offers exponentially-enhanced ease-of-use and

search capacity for all parties compared to “hard-copy” discovery and all defendants have chosen

to utilize the internet-based system  rather than obtain discovery in hard copy.  Because of1
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various reasons, the defendants decided in July 2007 to use a system called EPIQ.  For all but one
third-party providing documents, after extensively processing the documents so that they are
readable and searchable, CACI provides the images of uploaded documents to EPIQ so that the
defendants can access and search the documents on EPIQ.  The one exception involves
documents maintained by Collins & Aikman. Those documents were archived on EPIQ. 
Initially, CACI sought to process them, but technological difficulties made it so keeping the
documents with EPIQ was more efficient. Thus, those documents were processed directly by
EPIQ — and thus accessible to the defendant via EPIQ — and later provided to CACI so the
Government could use CACI to access and search them.

2

various technical issues and overly optimistic estimates by the internet-based system’s vendor,

production of documentary discovery took longer than anticipated.  It is now complete.

As detailed below, time has been excluded from computation under the Speedy Trial Act

based on this Court’s (and, once, the Magistrate Court’s) findings that “the ends of justice served

by [such exclusions] outweigh[ed] the best interest of the public and the defendant[s] in a speedy

trial.”  18  U.S.C. § 3161(h)(8)(A).  Because this case “is so unusual [and] so complex . . . due to

the nature of the prosecution” — in particular, the massive amount of documentary discovery —

“that it is unreasonable to expect adequate preparation for pretrial proceedings [and] for the trial

itself within the [70-day] time limits established by” the Speedy Trial Act, see id.

§ 3161(h)(8)(B), those exclusions of time were proper.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

The Indictment was returned on March 21, 2007 and unsealed on March 26, 2007, and

the defendants made their first appearances on the latter date.  Thus, computation of time under

the Speedy Trial Act was triggered on March 26, 2007.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3161(c)(1).  Based most

significantly on the need to provide discovery in this unusual, complex case, various “interests of

justice” exclusions of time from March 26, 2007, to April 15, 2008, have resulted in only four
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  Time was not excluded from June 29, 2007, to July 2, 2007. 2

3

days elapsing under the speedy trial clock.   The following chart sets forth the “interests of2

justice” exclusions, as well as times automatically excluded due to the pendency of motions in

this case:

Date ranges of
exclusions (date of
court event in bold)

Event Details

3/26/2007 - 4/5/2007 Arraignment Magistrate Judge Freeman grants Government
request to exclude time “in the interests of
justice” to allow the parties to discuss discovery
issues, to allow the Government to begin
producing discovery.  (Tr. 3/26/2007, at 13). 
No objections.

3/28/2007 - 4/16/2007 Barnaba pro hac
vice motion

Motion submitted on 3/28/2007 and granted
orally on 4/16/2007.  Granted in writing on
May 4, 2007.

4/5/2007 - 4/16/2007 Change of date of
initial status
conference

This Court grants defendants’ request, relayed
by Government in a letter, to exclude time until
first status conference to allow the defendants
to prepare for the first status conference.  (Dkt.
Entry 20).

4/16/2007 - 6/29/2007 1  Statusst

Conference
This Court grants Government’s request to
exclude time until next conference to allow
discovery to be provided.  (Ex. 2, Tr.
4/16/2007, at 10).  No objections.

6/29/2007 - 7/2/2007 Status conference adjourned four days and time
not excluded (4 days elapsed).
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7/2/2007 - 7/12/2007 Change of date of
2  Statusnd

Conference

This Court grants Government’s request to
exclude time, made in letter dated 7/2/2007, “to
allow the defendants to be prepared for trial and
to allow the Government to continue to provide
discovery to the defendants.”  (Dkt. Entry 26). 
Defendants Stockman, Stepp, and Cosgrove
consented; Barnaba took no position.  (Dkt.
Entry 26, at 2).

7/12/2007 -
10/11/2007

2  Statusnd

Conference
This Court excludes time “so that we can
continue this discovery process.”  (Ex. 4, Tr.
10/11/2007, at 12).

7/17/2007 - 9/17/2007 Barnaba motion to
recuse AUSA
Cantwell

Motion filed on 7/17/2007; Government
opposition filed, and motion fully submitted, on
8/17/2007; 30 day period after motion fully
submitted ends on 9/17/2007; motion denied on
1/4/2008

10/11/2007 -
1/11/2008

3  Statusrd

Conference
This Court excludes time “because of the
complexity of discovery in the case and the
need to be able to produce it in an efficient
form for all counsel.  And the explanations the
government has given for various delays, I find
that the necessity of getting it done, producing
it in an efficient way to all counsel outweighs
the interests of the defendants in this case — all
of the defendants — and the public in a speedy
trial.”  (Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/2007, at 23).

12/5/2007 - 1/4/2008 Barnaba motion to
modify bond
conditions

Motion filed on 12/5/2007 and granted on
1/4/2008

1/11/2008 - 4/15/2008 4  Statusth

Conference
This Court excludes time “so that discovery can
continue to be made” “and counsel can
continue to review it and consult with their
clients.”  (Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/2008, at 10).

4/3/2008 Barnaba motion to
dismiss Indictment
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These exclusions of time have been based on several rationales.

First, it has been clear from the outset that this case is unusual and exceedingly complex. 

At the first conference before this Court, after having “already . . . consult[ed] with each of the

defense lawyers about the situation” (and produced some defendants’ statements), the

Government advised the Court that the case involved “millions of documents.”  (Ex. 2, Tr.

4/16/2007, at 2-3).  At the July 12, 2007, conference, the Government estimated that “at last best

estimate there are about seven million images.”  (Ex. 3, Tr. 7/12/2007, at 4).  Ultimately, the

actual number of documents had reached 10 million, 1.2 million pages of which had been

produced by the October 11, 2007 (see Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/2007, at 12) and all of which were

produced by the January 11, 2008, conference (see Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/2008, at 3).  Indeed, in

recognition of the volume of discovery and attendant issues surrounding discovery, this Court has

termed this case “unique.”  (Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/2007, at 13).

Second, particularly in light of the volume of documents, it is necessary to produce the

documents in an efficient way so that the defendants can prepare adequately for pretrial

proceedings and for trial. Given the volume of documents — approximately 10 million — time

used to implement the internet-based system is time well spent, as the internet-system will allow

search capacity and organizational options that would be impossible with “hard-copy” discovery. 

Indeed, this Court has explicitly premised at least one of the exclusions of time on the relative

efficacy of the internet-based system as compared to production of hard-copies.  (See Ex. 4, Tr.

10/11/2007, at 23 (excluding time in part “because of . . . the need to be able to produce

[discovery] in an efficient form for all counsel”)).
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Third, Stockman, Cosgrove, and Stepp have raised no objections to any of the exclusions

of time.  (Tr. 3/26/07, at 13-14 (arraignment); Dkt. Entry 20 (defendants’ request, relayed by

Government, to change date of first conference); Ex. 2, Tr. 4/16/07, at 10; Ex. 3, Tr. 7/12/07, at

12-13; Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/07, at 23; Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/08, at 11).  Indeed, these three defendants have

used the time gained via the exclusions to establish their own computerized system to review the

internet-based discovery and to review the discovery.  For example, at the July 12, 2007

conference, the Government explained the reasons for the time it was taking to make the

production (see Ex. 3, Tr. 7/12/07, at 3-6), Stockman described the Government’s statement as

“basically correct in summary.”  (Ex. 3, Tr. 7/12/07, at 6).  Stockman further told the Court that

the defendants had “all decided to hire another vendor, Epiq.  Among other reasons, it actually

provided a bunch of benefits as far as review and efficiencies for the defense.”  (Ex. 3, Tr.

7/12/07, at 6).  Furthermore, additional time was spent “de-duping,” or removing duplicates from

the documents, which made “the document review much more efficient” for the defendants.  (Ex.

4, Tr. 10/11/07, at 8-9).  Additional time was needed to organize and code the databases once

they were substantially loaded (see Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/07, at 5) and “many, many months” were

needed to review the documents.  (Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/07, at 6).  

The evident need of these defendants for sufficient time to erect a database of their own

— which works in symbiosis with the Government’s internet-based system (see Ex. 4, Tr.

10/11/07, at 8) and which Barnaba, too, will use — and efficiently to review the massive volume

of discovery strongly supports the exclusions of time used to erect the internet-based system.  See

18 U.S.C. § 3161(7) (permitting exclusion of “[a] reasonable period of delay when the defendant

is joined for trial with a codefendant as to whom the time for trial has not run and no motion for
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severance has been granted”).  Indeed, and significantly, as of the April 17, 2008 conference,

significant document review by the defendants had occurred — Stockman, Cosgrove, and Stepp

had completed one-quarter of their anticipated first-level document review and Barnaba had

completed three levels of document review (Ex. 6, Tr. 4/17/08, at 4-7) —  almost certainly in

significant part due to the efficiency of review using the computerized systems.

Fourth, although he has made objections to the length of the exclusions of time, Barnaba

himself has expressed a strong preference for using the internet-based system.  Barnaba’s counsel

admitted at the April 16, 2007, conference that, “in principle,” the internet-based system “sounds

like a much better proposal than going with paper [discovery].”  (Ex. 2, Tr. 4/16/2007, at 7). 

Significantly, even after months passed during which the internet-based system was being

established, Barnaba repeatedly rejected offers to receive discovery in hard-copy form.  On or

before April 16, 2007, the date of the first conference before this Court, all defendants —

including Barnaba — were offered discovery in traditional, “hard-copy” form.  (Ex. 2, Tr.

4/16/2008, at 5 (AUSA Cantwell: “I have told the defendants, each of them, if they want me to

hand them all the DVDs and CDs or hard drives, or my own concordance database which has all

sorts of technical issues with it and do their own thing, be my guest.”).  The availability of

discovery in traditional, “hard-copy” form was reiterated, either by the Court or by the

Government, at each of the next two conferences on July 12, 2007, and October 11, 2007.  (See

Ex. 3, Tr. 7/12/2007, at 10-11; Ex. 4, 10/11/2007, at 18-20).  Barnaba never elected to take

discovery in “hard copy” format, instead choosing to await availability of the internet-based

discovery mechanism.
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Fifth, the delays in discovery were reasonable — and the Government was diligent —

given the technological issues surrounding the establishment of the internet-based system and the

amount of time necessary to erect the system.  As an initial matter, at the outset of the case, the

Government stated that discovery would “roll out over a period of time,” that “there are going to

be a lot of technical start-up issues,” and that documents from Collins & Aikman itself — the

largest source of documents — posed significant issues because of the storage format of those

documents and the company’s bankruptcy and attendant inability to assist the process.  (See Ex.

2, Tr. 4/16/07, at 4-6).  At the second conference, the Government explained that the company’s

bankruptcy led it to archive its documents, that the company’s database was the largest in the

case, and that obtaining those archived documents had posed technological problems.  (See Ex. 3,

Tr. 7/12/07, at 3-5).  Significantly, the Government had provided the vendor of the internet-based

system with over 4 million pages of documents before the first conference, and continued to

provide the vendor with documents on an ongoing basis.  (See Ex. 1).  Time — sometimes

months — is necessary for documents to be processed, scanned, and made available on the

system.  (See Ex. 1).  For example, on April 16, 2007, the vendor received over 3.3 million pages

of documents from the Government that had been produced by one source; it took until July 11,

2007 to load those documents into the internet-system and until September 27, 2007, to finish

exporting those documents to the defendants’ vendor.  Had these documents simply been turned

over to the defendants in disk, electronic, and/or paper form, the steps that CACI took, including

the processing, scanning and loading, would have had to be performed by the defendants to make

the documents usable.  Moreover, an additional unforeseen factor that caused a portion of the

delay with respect to the Collins & Aikman company documents was an attorney-client privilege
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  Barnaba also argues that the Indictment should be dismissed under Federal Rule of3

Criminal Procedure 48(b) due to the Government’s “unnecessary delay” in bringing his case to
trial. (Barnaba Mot., at 80-84).  The Government need not address this argument separately, as its
response to Barnaba’s statutory and constitutional claims makes clear that this procedural claim,
which involves an analysis of the same factors, likewise fails.  
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issue that needed to be resolved between Collins & Aikman and its attorneys, Davis Polk &

Wardwell.  (See Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/07, at 6-7).  None of the delays demonstrated a lack of diligence

on the part of the Government.  Indeed the Court found that the Government acted diligently. 

See Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/08, at 11 (“If I haven’t been clear before, I find no lack of diligence on the

government’s part.”).

ARGUMENT

Barnaba’s Statutory And Constitutional Rights to a Speedy Trial Were Not Violated 

Barnaba claims that the period that has elapsed since his indictment constituted a

violation of his right to a speedy trial under both the Speedy Trial Act, 18 U.S.C. § 3161, et seq.,

and under the Sixth Amendment to the Constitution.   Barnaba is wrong on both levels. Barnaba3

cannot establish any violation of the Speedy Trial Act or of his constitutional rights.  As set forth

above, only four days have elapsed during the pretrial period — between June 29 and July 2,

2007.  The rest of the time was properly excluded by the District Court.  The record makes clear

that each exclusion was justified in the circumstances, and properly applied by the District Court. 

Finally, there was no Sixth Amendment violation because any delay was reasonable and Barnaba

cannot establish prejudice. 
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A. Applicable Law

1. Statutory Basis

The Speedy Trial Act provides, in relevant part, that the trial of a charge

shall commence within seventy days from the filing date (and
making public) of the information or indictment, or from the date
the defendant has appeared before a judicial officer of the court in
which such charge is pending, whichever date last occurs.

18 U.S.C. § 3161(c)(1).  The Act’s 70-day period, however, is subject to the exclusions of time

set forth in Section 3161(h), some of which are triggered automatically.  See 18 U.S.C.

§ 3161(h)(1)-(7).  One such automatic exclusion is for “delay resulting from any pretrial motion,

from the filing of the motion through the conclusion of the hearing on, or other prompt

disposition of, such motion.” 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(1)(F).  This exclusion exempts all time

between the filing of a motion and the point at which all submissions on the motion are made to

the court, regardless whether such time is reasonable.  See Henderson v. United States, 476

U.S.321, 326-32 (1986); see also United States v. DiTommaso, 817 F.2d 201, 209 (2d. Cir.

1987).  A similar provision excludes “delay reasonably attributable to any period, not to exceed

thirty days, during which any proceeding concerning the defendant is actually under advisement

by the court.” 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(1)(J).  Because this 30-day limitation applies to pretrial

motions, see, e.g., United States v. Bufalino, 683 F.2d 639, 644-45 (2d Cir. 1982), once a motion

is fully under advisement, the automatic exclusion of subsection 3161(h)(1)(J) lasts for a

maximum of 30 days.  Another provision excludes “delay resulting from interlocutory appeal.” 

18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(1)(E).  
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Beyond the automatic exclusions, the Speedy Trial Act also grants a district court

discretion to exclude, prospectively, additional periods if the court determines that “the ends of

justice served by taking such action outweigh the best interest of the public and the defendant in

a speedy trial.” 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(8)(A).  In determining whether such a continuance is

appropriate following indictment, the statute directs the judge to consider: (a) whether the failure

to grant the motion would make continuation of the proceeding impossible or result in a

miscarriage of justice, (b) whether the case is so unusual or complex as to render it unreasonable

to proceed within the time limits set by the Act, and (c) whether in a case that is not unusual or

complex, denial of a continuance would deny the defendant reasonable time to obtain counsel, or

deny the defendant or the Government continuity of counsel or reasonable time necessary for

effective preparation for trial.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(8)(B).

In order to exclude time under 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(8)(A), the district judge must set forth

“either orally or in writing, its reasons for finding that the ends of justice served by the granting

of such continuance outweigh the best interests of the public and the defendant in a speedy trial.”

18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(8)(A).  This Court has held that a district court has complied with this

requirement if the record demonstrates that it has considered the statutory factors and the

interests of justice in excluding time under the Speedy Trial Act, even if the district court does

not state the precise reasons for its determination.  See United States v. Breen, 243 F.3d 591, 597

(2d Cir. 2001) (finding district court’s ends-of-justice exclusion proper where, although court did

not utter “magic words ‘ends-of-justice,’” record demonstrated that court had considered

statutory factors and performed balancing of interests prior to excluding time); United States v.

Tunnessen, 763 F.2d 74, 78 (2d Cir. 1985) (holding that district court must indicate at time it
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grants ends-of-justice exclusion that court has balanced factors identified in Section 3161(h)(8),

although court need not state “precise reasons” for its decision; finding exclusion improper

because district court made “no reference to a continuance based on the ends of justice”); see

also United States v. Correa, 182 F. Supp.2d 326, 328 n.1 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) (noting that “the

precise reasons for granting the exclusion need not be set forth at the time the exclusion is made,

so long as it is clear that the Court engaged in the proper consideration of the Act’s purposes and

consciously determined to exclude time”).  In any event, an exclusion of time in the interest of

justice, pursuant to Section 3161(h)(8)(A), does not depend on the consent of the defendant.

Rather, such exclusions may be granted “by any judge on his own motion or at the request of the

defendant or his counsel or at the request of the attorney for the Government.” See 18 U.S.C.

§ 3161(h)(8)(A).  Thus, the Speedy Trial Act “does not require the consent of the defendant or

his counsel.”  United States v. Asubonteng, 895 F.2d 424, 427 (7th Cir. 1990).

Cases with multiple defendants involve a single speedy trial clock and subsection (h) of

the Speedy Trial Act lists permissible exclusions of time, one of which is “[a] reasonable period

of delay when the defendant is joined for trial with a codefendant as to whom the time for trial

has not run and no motion for severance has been granted.” 18 U.S.C. §  3161(h)(7).  Any delay

attributable to one defendant applies to all codefendants.  See United States v. Pena, 793 F.2d

486, 488-89 (2d Cir.1986).

2. Constitutional Basis

Where a defendant alleges that he was deprived of his Sixth Amendment right to a speedy

trial, the Supreme Court has established a two-tiered inquiry for evaluating such a claim. In order

even to trigger a Sixth Amendment analysis, the period between accusation and trial must cross
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the threshold dividing “ordinary” from “presumptively prejudicial” delay since, “by definition, [a

defendant] cannot complain that the government has denied him a ‘speedy’ trial if it has, in fact,

prosecuted his case with customary promptness.” Doggett v. United States, 505 U.S. 647, 651-52

(1992).  There is no set definition of “presumptively prejudicial,” and “[t]he length of delay that

will provoke such an inquiry is necessarily dependent upon the peculiar circumstances of the

case.” Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514, 530 (1972).  In other words, as the Supreme Court has

emphasized, “the delay that can be tolerated for an ordinary street crime is considerably less than

for a serious, complex conspiracy charge.” Id.

If, in light of the nature and complexity of the case, the delay between accusation and trial

is uncustomarily long, then and only then does the court analyze other factors in determining

whether the delay was so great, inexcusable, and prejudicial as to infringe the Sixth Amendment.

United States v. Vassell, 970 F.2d 1162, 1164 (2d Cir. 1992). In this circumstance, four factors

“must be considered in determining whether a defendant’s sixth amendment right to a speedy

trial has been violated: (I) the length of the delay, (ii) the reason for the delay, (iii) whether and

how the defendant has asserted his speedy trial rights, (iv) resultant prejudice, if any.” Garcia

Montalvo v. United States, 862 F.2d 425, 426 (2d Cir. 1988) (per curiam) (citing Barker, 407

U.S. at 530-32).  “No one of these factors, however, is ‘either a necessary or sufficient condition

to the finding of a deprivation of a right,’ and courts still must engage in a sensitive balancing

process whereby the conduct of both the prosecution and the defendant are weighed.” Rayborn v.

Scully, 858 F.2d 84, 89 (2d Cir. 1988) (emphasis in original) (quoting Barker, 407 U.S. at 530).

Applying these standards, the Supreme Court has upheld pretrial delays “well over five years,”

Barker, 407 U.S. at 533, and this Court has upheld delays of up to 58 months. United States v.
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  Additionally, after the indictment was unsealed and before he filed the instant motion,4

Barnaba filed several motions that resulted in automatic exclusions of time computed under the
Speedy Trial Act.  First, on March 28, 2007, Barnaba filed a motion to be admitted pro hac vice
to this Court, which was granted orally on April 16, 2007, and in writing on May 4, 2007. 
Second, Barnaba filed a motion to recuse AUSA Cantwell from this case on July 17, 2007; the
Government filed its opposition to the motion to recuse on August 17, 2007; the motion was
denied on January 4, 2008.  This motion resulted in exclusion of the period July 17, 2007,
through September 17, 2007.  Third, Barnaba filed a motion to modify his bond conditions on
December 5, 2007, which was granted on January 4, 2008.
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Lane, 561 F.2d 1075, 1078 (2d Cir. 1977); see also United States v. DiFrancesco, 604 F.2d 769,

776 (2d Cir. 1979) (upholding 30-month delay), rev’d on other grounds, 449 U.S. 117 (1980);

United States v. Vasquez, 918 F.2d at 338 (noting that “delay of 24 months is ‘considerably

shorter than that of other cases in which no Sixth Amendment violation has been found’”)

(quoting United States v. McGrath, 622 F.2d 36, 41 (2d Cir.1980)).

B. Discussion

Barnaba’s eighty-five page brief essentially makes the following three legal claims in

support of his motion: first, that the District Court “impermissibly granted ends-of-justice

exceptions based on the volume of discovery, rather than the actual needs of the case”; second,

that the district court’s ends-of-justice exclusions were improper because the court “ignor[ed] or

excus[ed] the Government’s blatant pre- and post-Indictment lack of diligence”; and third, that

the Government’s post-indictment delay has violated Barnaba’s Sixth Amendment right to a

speedy trial.   (Barnaba Mot., at 42, 55, 65-80).  Each of Barnaba’s claims lacks merit.

First, it is clear from the record of the proceedings that all of the exclusions of time were

based on statutorily-authorized factors.    On March 26, 2007, Magistrate Judge Freeman4

excluded time until the first status conference without objection “in the interests of justice” to
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allow the parties to discuss discovery issues and begin preparing discovery.  The complex nature

of the case — specifically the development of infrastructure necessary to produce discovery —

required a lengthy discovery discussion, as stated by the Government, and therefore Judge

Freeman’s exclusion was proper.  See 18 U.S.C. § 3161 (h)(8)(B)(ii).  On April 5, 2007, the date

anticipated for the initial status conference, the District Court excluded time by memo-

endorsement until the new adjourn date for the first status conference without objection, and “in

the interests of justice” to allow the Government to continue providing discovery and to allow

counsel for the defendants effective preparation.  This exclusion was entirely proper.  See 18

U.S.C. § 3161(h)(8)(B)(iv). 

Over the course of the next four status conferences – April 16, July 12, and October 11,

2007, and January 11, 2008 — the District Court was informed about the voluminous nature of

discovery and the technical complexities encountered in using the web-based discovery system,

as outlined above.  The District Court was also provided updates throughout these conferences

about the progress that the Government was making in getting the millions of pages of

documents uploaded for electronic use by the defendants.  Also as described above, the time

needed to implement and complete this process was well-spent, as it was designed to expedite

document searches thereby facilitating effective preparation for trial.  In fact, each of the

defendants, including Barnaba, agreed from the outset that this was the means by which they

wanted discovery produced.  See Ex. 2, Tr. 4/16/07, at 7 (Barnaba: “[I]n principle it sounds like a

much better proposal than going with paper.”).  Indeed, the speed with which all four defendants

have been able to review the voluminous discovery further indicates that the time used to erect
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 At the April 17, 2008 conference, Barnaba indicated that he had completed three levels5

of review of the documents.  (See Tr. 4/17/08, at 7).

  At the October 11, 2007 conference the District Court noted that it had handled “other6

cases far less complex than this where the discovery took as long, if not longer, than what I think
we are going to see here.”  (Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/07, at 21).

  In a desperate effort to invalidate the District Court’s exclusions of time, Barnaba7

attempts to bring his claim within the confines of the Supreme Court’s decision in United States
v. Zedner, 126 S. Ct. 1976 (2006), by mischaracterizing the District Court’s statements regarding
Barnaba’s inconsistent positions vis-a-vis paper and electronic discovery into a finding that
Barnaba “waived” his statutory speedy trial claim.  (Barnaba Mot., at 48-49 (“The Court appears
to have concluded that waiting for electronic discovery effectively mooted any Speedy Trial Act
challenge.  This position is contrary to Zedner.”)).  First, while the District Court accurately
summarized how Barnaba’s shifting positions essentially hamstring his instant claim, the District

16

the document-review infrastructure was well-spent.    In making its speedy trial-clock exclusions,5

the District Court considered the actual needs of this case — which it categorized as “unique”

(Tr. Ex. 4, 10/11/07, at 13) — and in each instance the District Court scheduled another

conference within a reasonable amount of time to allow the Government to continue working

with the vendors until discovery was complete, while at the same time keeping the Court

apprised of its progress.   See United States v. Gambino, 59 F.3d 353, 358 (2d Cir. 1995) (“The6

length of an exclusion for complexity must be not only limited in time, but also reasonably

related to the actual needs of the case.”) (citing United States v. Beech-Nut Nutrition Corp., 871

F.2d 1181, 1198 (2d Cir. 1989)).  Based on these discovery needs, at the conclusion of each

conference the District Court made proper findings pursuant to statutorily authorized exclusions. 

See Gambino, 59 F.3d at 357-58 (“The court is vested with broad discretion to grant this

exclusion when in its view the case’s complexity makes it necessary to grant counsel further time

to prepare in order to ensure a fair trial”) (citing United States v. Rojas-Contreras, 474 U.S. 231,

236 (1985)); see also 18 U.S.C. § 3161(h)(8)(B)(iv).7
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Court did not conclude that Barnaba had waived an objection to a Speedy Trial Act exclusion,
nor did it base its findings for an exclusion of time on any such waiver.  Instead the District
Court offered a statutorily-authorized basis for exclusion based on the complexity of the
discovery in the case and the reasonableness of delays in making an efficient production. (See Ex.
4, Tr. 10/11/08, at 23).  In any event, Zedner, which held that an all-time prospective waiver to
the Speedy Trial Act was unenforceable, offers Barnaba no relief.

  Failing to offer any legal authority for his position, Barnaba maintains that because the8

Government had not begun the web-based discovery process pre-Indictment, it acted without
diligence. (Barnaba Mot., at 51-55).   The Government has good reasons not enter into an
expensive contract with a vendor before it knows for certain that an obligation to produce
discovery will arise, that a preference for web-based discovery will be agreed upon, and that a
preference is determined for a particular vendor.  Upon indictment, the Government promptly
began discussions with defense counsel about the form in which it wanted to receive discovery,
and soon thereafter entered into a contract with CACI.

17

Second, contrary to Barnaba’s claims, the Government was diligent throughout the entire

process and the delays were reasonable.  As set forth above, the Government provided  CACI

approximately 4 million pages of documents to upload just prior to the first conference.  The

Government also provided the defendants initial paper discovery, including reports of several of

the defendants’ prior statements and interviews, on or about the date of the first conference.  In

regards to the technical delays, the Government notified the District Court from the outset that

the web-based discovery system may be a delayed process and that there would be technical start-

up issues — and Barnaba did not choose to proceed otherwise.   As the Government indicated it8

would do, throughout the period until discovery was completely uploaded on February 18, 2008,

the Government produced batches of documents on a rolling basis.  (See Ex. 1).  The

Government advised the District Court and the parties at the second conference that the Collins

& Aikman document batch was the batch which posed the largest technical problem.  The

Government reasonably relied upon the representations made by CACI that the problem with

these documents could be worked out, and when CACI ultimately advised the Government that
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EPIQ needed to do perform the necessary conversions, the Government promptly contracted with

EPIQ.   In addition, an unforeseen circumstance relating to attorney-client privilege issues arose

with respect to this batch of documents which caused additional delay.  In the wake of these

delays, the District Court responded to Barnaba’s complaints noting that it did not see “inordinate

delay here” and that it did not “find the delay is unreasonable yet.” (See Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/07, at

21-22).  As of November 7, 2007 the Collins & Aikman documents were loaded onto the CACI

system.  (See Ex. 1).  In light of the massive amount of material to be processed in a manner

efficient for defense counsel and the technical hurdles faced along the way, the Government’s

efforts from the time between indictment and production of the documents was certainly diligent. 

Indeed, the District Court agreed.  See Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/08, at 11 (“If I haven’t been clear before, I

find no lack of diligence on the government’s part.”).

Finally, Barnaba’s Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial has not been violated.  Before

turning to each of the four factors set forth in Barker v. Wingo, the delay must be considered

“presumptively prejudicial.”  407 U.S. 514, 530-532 (1970).  Barnaba incorrectly states that “the

Second Circuit has noted a general consensus that delays of more than 8 months meet this

threshold requirement.”  (Barnaba Mot., at 68).  The Second Circuit case Barnaba cites, United

States v. Vassell, 970 F.2d 1162, 1164 (1976), states only that “one commentator” – in a law

review article –  “discerns” such a consensus.  In any event, the eleven-month period of time for

the Government to complete the discovery process in this case, considering the voluminous

amount of documents involved and the format upon which the documents were ultimately made

available for use, cannot be considered presumptively prejudicial.  The Court need not make this

finding, however, as it is clear that the remaining three Barker factors weigh heavily against
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  Moreover, on July 17, 2007, Barnaba filed a pre-trial motion to recuse Assistant United9

States Attorney Helen Cantwell from the case.  The Government responded on August 17, 2007,
and the District Court decided the motion on January 4, 2008.  Certainly Barnaba utilized motion
practice during this pre-trial period to aid in his defense, and therefore could not have a real

19

finding a Constitutional violation.   

First, the reason for the delay is largely attributable to the amount of discovery involved

and each of the defendants’ desires, including Barnaba, to have the documents loaded into a web-

based system that is easily searchable.  As the Government noted at the first conference, it was

prepared to make the CDs, DVDs, hardcopies and Concordance files available to Barnaba for

review, but he never made such a demand.  On these facts, the delay cannot be attributed to the

Government, and under no theory could the Government be found to have acted with negligence

or in bad faith.  See Doggett v. United States, 505 U.S. 647, 656-57 (1992).  Accordingly, this

factor weighs against Barnaba.  

The second Barker factor — Barnaba’s assertions of his right to a speedy trial — hardly

weighs in his favor.  Although Barnaba now complains about the delay and asserts his right to a

speedy trial, from the initial conference onward Barnaba expressed a preference for electronic

discovery.  See Ex. 2, Tr. 4/16/07, at 7 (“[I]n principle it sounds like a much better proposal than

going with paper.”).  Moreover, at each conference thereafter, although he complained that he

wanted the documents loaded onto the system faster than what was occurring, Barnaba always

maintained a preference for having the materials in electronic form.  See, e.g., Ex. 4, Tr.

10/11/07, at 19 (“Obviously I would much prefer to have the EPIQ system than a disk on

concordance or the hard copy.).  Thus, Barnaba’s assertion of his speedy trial rights was

opportunistic at best, and does not support a finding of a constitutional violation.9
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intention to assert a speedy trial until, at the very least, his motion was resolved.   

20

The third and final Barker factor — prejudice resulting from delay — also weighs against

Barnaba.   The type of prejudice necessary to support a constitutional claim is “concerned with

impediments to the ability of the defense to make its own case.”  See United States v. Abad, 514

F.3d 271, 275 (2d Cir. 2008); see also United States v. Paul, 326 F.2d 382, 387 (E.D.N.Y. 2004)

(“Prejudice sufficient to support a claim of denial of the Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial

requires a specific showing of how the passage of time has impaired the ability to prepare his

defense”).  As noted above, the delays encountered in this case were concomitant with a process

designed to assist the defendants in retrieving and searching for particular documents. And this

process worked, given the speed with which all four defendants have been able to review

documents after establishment of the computer-based system.  Barnaba has not, because he

cannot, make any showing that the ability to prepare his defense was impaired; indeed, he

certainly could not have been ready for trial any sooner had he received 10 million pages of paper

discovery to review.  Moreover, Barnaba’s claims that his ability to pay his lawyers will be

prejudiced due to the possible draining of the Directors and Officers policy is speculative and

unsubstantiated.  (Barnaba Mot., at 78; see also Ex. 4, Tr. 10/11/08, at 14 (“That is a D and O

policy that I imagine has a very high burn rate.”); Ex. 5, Tr. 1/11/08, at 8 (“[U]nder the insurance

policies, the money may run out by the end of 2008")).  Based on the analysis of the Barker

factors, Barnaba’s motion to dismiss the indictment on the ground that there has been a violation

of his Sixth Amendment right to a speedy trial lacks merit.
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth herein, the Government respectfully submits that the

defendant’s motion to dismiss the Indictment should be denied.

Dated:  April 24, 2008

 New York, New York

Respectfully submitted,

MICHAEL J. GARCIA

United States Attorney

     By:                   /s/                                 

MARC P. BERGER

ANTHONY S. BARKOW

Assistant United States Attorneys

Telephone:  (212) 637-2207/2580
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